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In the Fall of 2021 Official First Contact (OFC) will occur between Earth 
and a number of Extra Terrestrial civilizations. The information 
contained in this booklet was provided by one of these civilizations, 
the P’nti (pronounced Pon-tee), beings from P’ntl (pronounced Pon-
tell), the 5th planet orbiting Zeta Reticuli 2. 

This booklet was complied by Earth humans and reviewed by P’nti
humans.

The aim of the booklet is to provide basic information about Official 
First Contact (OFC) and answer some standard questions to inform 
people in advance of the event.

If you have any more questions or require further information you can 
contact me, T’lkm (pronounced Teel-kim). My Twitter account is 
Sandia the ET @SandiaWisdom.
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1.OFC



What does OFC mean?

“OFC stands for Official First 
Contact.” 
“OFC stands for Official First 
Contact.” 



What is OFC?

“OFC refers to the open public 
ceremony where your Star 
Nations come meet and greet 
(with food). OFC is about 
emotions: yours, ours and Star 
Nation’s. It’s not about 
technology.” 

“OFC refers to the open public 
ceremony where your Star 
Nations come meet and greet 
(with food). OFC is about 
emotions: yours, ours and Star 
Nation’s. It’s not about 
technology.” 



When will OFC happen?

“We expect the most likely time 
will be the fall of 2021. If that 
changes (and it yet may) we will 
put out a notification.”

“We expect the most likely time 
will be the fall of 2021. If that 
changes (and it yet may) we will 
put out a notification.”



Where will OFC take place?

“Coordination with the Earth 
humans in our desired landing 
location has yet to be secured. 
We are working on it.”

“Coordination with the Earth 
humans in our desired landing 
location has yet to be secured. 
We are working on it.”



What is the purpose of OFC?

“We are here to help you begin 
to see beyond Earth and 
beyond your Sun. Millions of 
advanced Star Nations await 
you.” 

“We are here to help you begin 
to see beyond Earth and 
beyond your Sun. Millions of 
advanced Star Nations await 
you.” 



Why 2021?

“We were prepared for OFC 
back in the 50s. It was USA’s 
President Eisenhower who asked 
for the delay.” 

“We were prepared for OFC 
back in the 50s. It was USA’s 
President Eisenhower who asked 
for the delay.” 



What is the P’ntis' role in OFC?

“My team has been designated 
as the lead for initiating First 
Contact for the Alliance (who 
gave the official go ahead).” 

“My team has been designated 
as the lead for initiating First 
Contact for the Alliance (who 
gave the official go ahead).” 



2. STAR ALLIANCE



What Star Nations (Extra Terrestrial civilizations) 
belong to the Alliance?

“We are holding off this 
information for one reason that, 
it’s the Star Nation’s right and 
privilege to introduce 
themselves. More information will 
be coming with Nation’s 
approval."

“We are holding off this 
information for one reason that, 
it’s the Star Nation’s right and 
privilege to introduce 
themselves. More information will 
be coming with Nation’s 
approval."



How many Star Nations will participate in OFC?

“Currently 32 separate Star 
Nations have asked to 
participate in Earth’s Official First 
Contact. Some are already here 
and preparing.”

“Currently 32 separate Star 
Nations have asked to 
participate in Earth’s Official First 
Contact. Some are already here 
and preparing.”



What do these Star Nations look like?

“Some Star Nation folks are 
petite like we P’nti are. Others 
are much, much taller than 
you (more than 30 feet tall).” 



Do we have anything to fear from these 32 Nations?

“We come in peace. Honest.” “We come in peace. Honest.” 



Do we have anything to fear from any of the Star 
Nations who will not be participating in OFC?

“Hostile or advancing 
civilizations in the Milky Way? 
Sure there are. Looking for 
domination? Probably. Earth’s 
protected.”

“Hostile or advancing 
civilizations in the Milky Way? 
Sure there are. Looking for 
domination? Probably. Earth’s 
protected.”



Where do the Star Nations that visit Earth come from?

“Most (not all) of the Star Nations 
that visit Earth come from the 
galaxy of Orion-Cygnus (2b) and 
the Pegaseus (1) areas.” 

“Most (not all) of the Star Nations 
that visit Earth come from the 
galaxy of Orion-Cygnus (2b) and 
the Pegaseus (1) areas.” 



What happens if I get frightened when I meet a Star 
Nation person?

“When you meet a Star Nation person for 
the first time, it’s natural to be startled by 
their appearance. Calm yourself and 
observe the entire situation closely. Their 
non-verbal body language will tell you if 
there is really anything to fear. Usually, 
they are as nervous at first meetings as 
you are.” 

“When you meet a Star Nation person for 
the first time, it’s natural to be startled by 
their appearance. Calm yourself and 
observe the entire situation closely. Their 
non-verbal body language will tell you if 
there is really anything to fear. Usually, 
they are as nervous at first meetings as 
you are.” 



Are some Star Nations already on Earth?

“Yes, we the P’nti are already 
on Earth beneath the Sandia 
Mountain on the east side of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico.” 

“Yes, we the P’nti are already 
on Earth beneath the Sandia 
Mountain on the east side of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico.” 



Can I communicate with the Star Nations?

“Yes, we love making new 
friends here on Earth on Twitter, 
and if you wish to meet your 
intergalactic cousins, practice 
telepathy. We are all listening 
and will respond kindly.”

“Yes, we love making new 
friends here on Earth on Twitter, 
and if you wish to meet your 
intergalactic cousins, practice 
telepathy. We are all listening 
and will respond kindly.”



Are other Star Nation’s aware of the communication
between P’nti humans and Earth humans?

“What you share with us here on
Twitter, we share with our Star Nation
friends from all over.
There are times when they can’t wait
to hear your latest questions and 
responses. 
You’ve gone viral across the Milky Way
Galaxy.”

“What you share with us here on
Twitter, we share with our Star Nation
friends from all over.
There are times when they can’t wait
to hear your latest questions and 
responses. 
You’ve gone viral across the Milky Way
Galaxy.”



3. PROTOCOL



Is there an official protocol when meeting a member 
of a Star Nation for the first time?

“When you first approach a 
member of a Star Nation, act 
and think like you would if you 
were going to your 
grandmother’s house.”

“When you first approach a 
member of a Star Nation, act 
and think like you would if you 
were going to your 
grandmother’s house.”



Can you be more specific?

1) Be polite
2) Introduce yourself 
3) Be honest with your intent and 
your words
4) Don’t forget thank you and a 
polite goodbye 
This is part of rightminded 
behavior. 

1) Be polite
2) Introduce yourself 
3) Be honest with your intent and 
your words
4) Don’t forget thank you and a 
polite goodbye 
This is part of rightminded 
behavior. 



What is the best way to communicate with members 
of Star Nations?

“We and several of the Star 
Nations who regularly visit Earth 
employ telepathy almost 
exclusively. So you will have to 
develop yours.” 

“We and several of the Star 
Nations who regularly visit Earth 
employ telepathy almost 
exclusively. So you will have to 
develop yours.” 



What do you look for when choosing who to 
communicate with?

“We look for mature, honest, 
balanced, open rightminded 
people who have progressed 
with their telepathy and have 
put down their fears of contact. 
Usually we make friends here on 
Twitter with them first to see if 
they walk their talk.” 

“We look for mature, honest, 
balanced, open rightminded 
people who have progressed 
with their telepathy and have 
put down their fears of contact. 
Usually we make friends here on 
Twitter with them first to see if 
they walk their talk.” 



Is there a Dress Code?

“Just so you don’t feel
improperly dressed at First
Contact… there are other types
of humans out there exploring
the stars who also require self
contained suits like yours. You’ll
fit right in.”

“Just so you don’t feel
improperly dressed at First
Contact… there are other types
of humans out there exploring
the stars who also require self
contained suits like yours. You’ll
fit right in.”



What is the best way to greet a Star Nation person?

“If a species has claws, 
extending a hand to shake is
considered threatening. Instead, 
put you hands together near
your heart and bow slightly.”

“If a species has claws, 
extending a hand to shake is
considered threatening. Instead, 
put you hands together near
your heart and bow slightly.”



Is there any term that the P’nti find offensive?

“Please don’t call me a “grey”.
I don’t call you a pink or a 
brown.”

“Please don’t call me a “grey”.
I don’t call you a pink or a 
brown.”



4. FAQ (FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS)



Who will OFC affect?Who will OFC affect?

“Official First Contact concerns 
everyone. We are not allowed 
to share technology until after 
OFC per our signed 
agreement.” 

“Official First Contact concerns 
everyone. We are not allowed 
to share technology until after 
OFC per our signed 
agreement.” 



Is it possible that OFC will be a disaster?Is it possible that OFC will be a disaster?

“While OFC often deals with 
trepidation, our projection 
models for Earth show a positive 
event, not a negative one.” 

“While OFC often deals with 
trepidation, our projection 
models for Earth show a positive 
event, not a negative one.” 



What will happen after Official First Contact?What will happen after Official First Contact?

“After OFC, Earth may vote to 
discontinue its protected planet 
status after hearing all the pros 
and cons. We won’t leave you 
hanging.” 

“After OFC, Earth may vote to 
discontinue its protected planet 
status after hearing all the pros 
and cons. We won’t leave you 
hanging.” 



Can we trust the P’nti and the other Star Nations 
who will participate in OFC? 
Can we trust the P’nti and the other Star Nations 
who will participate in OFC? 

“If we were not interested in 
gaining your trust we would not 
have bothered with Twitter. Trust 
takes a bit of time to build. Shall 
we begin?” 

“If we were not interested in 
gaining your trust we would not 
have bothered with Twitter. Trust 
takes a bit of time to build. Shall 
we begin?” 



What will happen if some group or nation attempts 
to arrange a false flag* «disclosure /invasion» to 
discredit the Star Nations?

What will happen if some group or nation attempts 
to arrange a false flag* «disclosure /invasion» to 
discredit the Star Nations?

“If a false flag «alien invasion/disclosure» 
event were to be tried and dignitaries who 
have arrived for earth’s Official First Contact 
became aware of the attempted lie:
1) They would leave and cancel OFC.
2) Forget about any Earth Human rescue,
3) Say goodbye future technology sharing.” 

“If a false flag «alien invasion/disclosure» 
event were to be tried and dignitaries who 
have arrived for earth’s Official First Contact 
became aware of the attempted lie:
1) They would leave and cancel OFC.
2) Forget about any Earth Human rescue,
3) Say goodbye future technology sharing.” 

Definition: A false flag is a covert operation designed to deceive; the deception 
creates the appearance of a particular party, group, or nation being 
responsible for some activity, disguising the actual source of responsibility.



Do we have anything in common with the 
members of the Star Nations?

“Star Nations share many 
common values with you: love 
of food, laughter, music, dance, 
art, rhythm, family and 
children.” 



5. THE SANDIA CREW



T’LKM T’NI



JROOTI RADAR



GRAYSON PITA



THEERA SARAH



Official First Contact for a world rarely happens! It’s not about 
technology, it’s about emotions: yours and ours.

We are here to help you begin to see beyond Earth and 
beyond your sun. Star Nation neighbors are here now to get 
your exploration off on the right foot.

Official First Contact for a world rarely happens! It’s not about 
technology, it’s about emotions: yours and ours.

We are here to help you begin to see beyond Earth and 
beyond your sun. Star Nation neighbors are here now to get 
your exploration off on the right foot.

“Wear your day with ease.”
T’lkm and the Sandia Crew 


